
Join the February Productivity Circle

As well as sharing productivity tools and tips the event will be a
celebration of the success of the recent graduates of our
Business Improvement Programme.

�Delegates from the cohort will be awarded the ILSSI Green Belt
Certificate, a real testament to what focused effort and
collaboration can achieve.  As part of this productivity
powerhouse finishing the programme, a whopping 14
accreditations were achieved and an extraordinary forecast
collective annual savings of over £500,000! It's a phenomenal
testament to their hard work and the effectiveness of the
course. 

� Don’t miss this opportunity to boost your productivity! �

Productivity Circle

16:00 – 18:00 | 08/02/2024 | The Club Hotel, Green
Street, St Helier JE24UH

Book now →→

Book here
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� Boost Your Efficiency: Discover the latest tools and
technologies that can revolutionize the way you work. Acquire
the skills to streamline your tasks, save time, and achieve more
with less effort. 

� Networking Opportunities: Connect with like-minded
professionals, industry experts, and potential collaborators
during our interactive networking sessions. Share your
experiences, exchange ideas, and form valuable connections
that can elevate your career or business. 

� Continuous Learning: Education is the key to growth and
success. Expand your knowledge base with the latest insights,
case studies, and real-world examples shared by our esteemed
speakers. Be at the forefront of productivity trends and
innovations. 

� Who Should Attend? 

Business Owners and Entrepreneurs 
Managers and Team Leaders 
Process Improvement Specialists 
Product Managers and Project Managers 
Anyone interested in enhancing their productivity and
efficiency

Don’t miss this golden opportunity to gain a competitive edge in
your industry and elevate your career to new heights. Register
now for the Productivity Circle and be a part of the productivity
revolution! 

� Limited Seats Available! Secure Your Spot Today. 

The Productivity Circle is a free development and networking
forum run by Jersey Business for people who, regardless of scale
or position within their organisation, are practitioners, interested
in or involved in the implementation of continuous business
improvement within their organisations. It will provide an
opportunity for sharing best practice; peer to peer learning and
support for members to focus on continuous business
improvement.
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